Computing systems have made an irreversible transition towards parallel architectures with the emergence of multi-cores. Moreover, power and thermal limits in embedded systems mandate the deployment of many simpler cores rather than a few complex cores on chip. Consumer electronic devices, on the other hand, need to support an ever-changing set of diverse applications with varying performance demands. While some applications can benefit from thread-level parallelism offered by multi-core solutions, there still exist a large number of applications with substantial amount of sequential code. The sequential programs suffer from limited exploitation of instruction-level parallelism in simple cores. We propose a reconfigurable multi-core architecture, called Bahurupi, that can successfully reconcile the conflicting demands of instruction-level and thread-level parallelism. Bahurupi can accelerate the performance of serial code by dynamically forming coalition of two or more simple cores to offer increased instruction-level parallelism. In particular, Bahurupi can efficiently merge 2-4 simple 2-way out-of-order cores to reach or even surpass the performance of more complex and power-hungry 4-way or 8-way out-of-order core. Compared to baseline 2-way core, quad-core Bahurupi achieves up to 5.61 speedup (average 4.08 speedup) for embedded workloads. On an average, quad-core Bahurupi achieves 17% performance improvement and 43% improvement in energy consumption compared to 8-way out-of-order baseline core on a diverse set of embedded benchmark applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The distinction between high-performance embedded architecture and general-purpose computing architecture is rapidly disappearing especially in the consumer electronics domain. A smartphone today is expected to support a very dynamic and diverse landscape of software applications. Traditional multi-core architecture, that is just a collection of identical simple cores, is not suitable for this kind of workload. On the other hand, embedded systems generally embrace heterogeneous multi-core solutions customized for a particular application domain that can offer significant advantage in terms of performance, power, and area [Jerraya and Wolf 2005]. While such customizations are beneficial for specific kernels such as audio, video, image processing, high-performance embedded platforms (e.g., smartphones) need to execute a wide variety of general-purpose applications for which the workload is not known a-priori.

In this paper, we propose a polymorphic heterogenous multi-core architecture, called Bahurupi (an Indian word meaning a person of many forms and guides, a polymorph), that can be tailored according to the workload by software. Bahurupi is fabricated as a homogeneous multi-core system containing multiple identical, simple cores. The
main novelty of Bahurupi lies in its ability to morph itself into a heterogenous multi-core architecture at runtime under software directives. Post-fabrication, software can compose together the primitive cores to create a customized multi-core system that best matches the needs of the applications currently executing on the system.

Bahurupi successfully re-conciliates the conflicting requirements of applications with explicit thread-level parallelism (TLP) and single-threaded serial applications with high degree of instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Bahurupi architecture comprised of multiple simple homogeneous cores is ideally suited to take advantage of TLP. But there exists a large class of applications with substantial sequential code fragment that are difficult, if not impossible, to parallelize. Amdahl’s law states that the speedup of such applications will be limited by the performance of the serial code. Only complex out-of-order execution engines with high-degree of superscalarity (4-way or 8-way) can transparently accelerate sequential code fragments through aggressive exploitation of ILP. Power and thermal limits as well as reliability issues, however, does not permit deployment of such complex cores in embedded systems. [Hill and Marty 2008] showed through simple analysis how an application can achieve speedup much beyond the limit of Amdahl’s law if the underlying architecture can be dynamically reconfigured between small number of complex core exploiting ILP and large number of simple cores exploiting TLP. Bahurupi achieves this seamless transition between ILP and TLP. At runtime, Bahurupi can form coalition of 2-4 cores to create virtual 4-way or 8-way superscalar cores.

**Bahurupi Architecture.** Figure 1 depicts a high-level overview of Bahurupi architecture. Each core is a simple 2-way out-of-order (ooo) processor. Four such simple cores form a cluster. The example architecture in Figure 1 consists of 2 such clusters; but the number of clusters can be easily scaled with technology. In normal mode, this multi-core architecture can efficiently support multi-threaded execution. The simple 2-way cores, however, cannot exploit much ILP in sequential applications. To solve this issue, Bahurupi can form dynamic coalition of 2-4 cores in a cluster with minimal additional hardware such that the merged cores can substantially speed up serial code execution. When 2 cores (4 cores) form a coalition, Bahurupi achieves performance close to that of 4-way (8-way) ooo execution engine. Note that Bahurupi allows coalition of *at most*...
4 cores as speedup is limited beyond 8-way ooo core. The figure shows the architecture running four applications — one high-ILP serial thread running on 2-core coalition, two low-ILP serial threads running on two independent cores and one very high-ILP serial code running on 4-core coalition. In summary, Bahurupi can achieve the performance of complex ooo superscalar processor without paying the price of complex hardware and its associated energy inefficiency and reliability issues.

Motivating Example. As a concrete motivating example, we present here a case study of Ferret benchmark from PARSEC suite [Bienia et al. 2008] that performs image similarity search. The application consists of six kernels. We first run the sequential version of the application on one complex core configured as 2-way, 4-way, and 8-way ooo execution engines, respectively, using MARSS [Patel et al. 2011] simulator. We collect execution time for each individual kernel. Next we create 2-core and 4-core homogeneous multi-core systems where each core is a 2-way ooo engine. For 2-core system (4-core system), we create 2 threads (4 threads) for each of the kernels except for load and out, which are hard to parallelize. Now we run this multi-threaded application on multi-core and collect execution time for each kernel. Figure 2 shows the speedup trend for each kernel as we increase ILP and TLP normalized w.r.t. 2-way core. seg and rank can benefit from TLP while extract and vec benefit from ILP.

For the whole application, the speedup from static homogeneous configurations (4-way ooo, 8-way ooo, 2x2-way core, and 4x2-way core) are shown on the right. None of these configurations can exploit both ILP and TLP. A 4-core dynamically reconfigurable architecture like Bahurupi can run seg and rank on 4x2-way cores to exploit TLP, while the rest of the kernels can be run on virtual 8-way ooo engine by forming coalition of 4 cores. Thus the 4x2-way reconfigurable architecture improves the speedup by 38% compared to static homogeneous 4x2-way cores. This case study confirms that dynamically reconfigurable architectures, such as Bahurupi, that can seamlessly transition between ILP and TLP can provide significant performance boost to applications.

Fig. 2. Speedup trends for Ferret kernels and overall speedup with reconfigurable architecture.

The idea of composing simple cores together to accelerate serial code has been explored before. However, such solutions either require significant additional shared hardware resources [Kumar et al. 2004] and modifications to the internal architecture of the composable cores [Ipek et al. 2007] or follow a radically different instruction-set architecture (ISA) that require complete re-engineering of the software model and aggressive compiler optimizations [Kim et al. 2007]. Bahurupi, in contrast, is a hardware-software cooperative solution that demands minimal changes to both hardware and software. In coalition mode, Bahurupi follows a distributed execution model that avoids complex centralized fetch/decode, dependency resolution, and instruction scheduling of previous approaches. It needs support from compiler to identify the basic blocks and their register dependencies. This information is encapsulated in special sentinel instructions that precede each basic block. Thus the dependencies among the
basic blocks are explicitly conveyed in the program code. The cores can fetch and execute different basic blocks in parallel, thereby achieving performance speedup. The only additional hardware required is the coalition logic as shown in Figure 1. The coalition logic includes a shared global register file to communicate values between basic blocks running on different cores as well as three dedicated registers for synchronization among the cores. A minimal amount of additional resources is added to the internal architecture of the cores to support coalition. The main execution engines of the cores remain completely unchanged.

Compared to a 2-way core, dual-core Bahurupi can achieve up to 3.24 times speedup (average speedup 2.64) while quad-core Bahurupi can achieve up to 5.61 times speedup (average speedup 4.08) for embedded applications. More importantly, dual-core and quad-core Bahurupi can even surpass the performance of significantly more complex 4-way and 8-way cores, respectively, for a large range of applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 presents the execution model of Bahurupi. Section 4 describes in detail the novel architecture. Section 5 presents the methodology that we used in our evaluation and describes the results. Section 6 concludes.

2. RELATED WORK

Some previously proposed architectures have attempted to adapt multi-cores to speed up sequential applications. Kumar et al. [Kumar et al. 2004] proposed an asymmetric chip multiprocessor that comprises of cores with different size and performance. The advantage of this architecture is low power consumption and high performance achieved by dynamically moving programs from one core to another in order to reach an optimal point. Besides lack of flexibility, this architecture introduces high degree of unpredictability for software applications [Balakrishnan et al. 2005]. Thus, it is desirable to use similar cores and merge them together.

The Core Fusion architecture [Ipek et al. 2007] can fuse homogeneous cores to improve single-thread performance. Compared to Bahurupi, Core Fusion uses more complex distributed hardware leading to higher performance overhead. In addition, Bahurupi requires minimal modification to internal micro-architecture of the cores, whereas Core Fusion uses collective fetch management and register renaming thereby completely bypassing internal core renaming logic. Being the closest to our architecture, this work reports an average speedup of 50% for the floating-point SPEC applications and 30% for the integer SPEC applications when using a quad-core fused configuration compared with fine-grain 2-way CMP. In contrast with Core Fusion, quad-core Bahurupi obtains an average speedup of 91% for SPEC integer applications and 210% for SPEC floating-point applications compared to baseline 2-way core.

TFlex [Kim et al. 2007] uses no physically shared resources to merge its composable lightweight processors. Instead, it relies on a special distributed microarchitecture (EDGE) that is configured to implement composable lightweight processors. Bahurupi, in contrast, can be implemented on top of conventional CISC and RISC architectures. EDGE ISA also groups instructions into blocks which is similar to our sentinel instructions. However, EDGE ISA adds complex book-keeping to the block structures and relies on point-to-point communication to exchange information among cores.

Federation [Tarjan et al. 2008] is an alternative approach that merges a pair of scalar cores to create 2-way out-of-order (ooo) cores by modifying internal pipeline stages. However, conjoining in-order processors to form complex ooo cores introduces fundamental obstacles limiting achievable performance [Salverda and Zilles 2008]. Simply fusing in-order cores does not bring any performance increase if the cores do not have minimal out-of-order capabilities.
Voltron [Zhong et al. 2007] uses multiple homogeneous cores that can be adapted for single and multi-threaded applications. The cores can operate in coupled mode where they act as a VLIW processor to exploit the hybrid forms of parallelism found in the code. Voltron relies on a very complex compiler that exploits parallelism from serial code by partitioning the code into small threads, scheduling the instruction to the cores and directing the communication among the cores.

The idea of using special instructions to carry liveness information among blocks of code was explored in [Vajapeyam et al. 2008]. Using trace descriptors, this design allows processors to go beyond basic block limits in program order. This architecture uses a shared ROB, a shared fetch unit and very simple execution units (that have only fetch, issue and execute stages) instead of ordinary cores.

An asymmetric chip multiprocessors alternative is presented in [Suleman et al. 2009]. This overcomes the serialization effect of a critical section for multithreaded application where threads do not usually finish their jobs at the same time. But the synchronization mechanisms can make a considerable number of fast threads wait for the slow threads. This work proposes that architectures should have a dedicated powerful core that would help accelerate the slow threads in order to reach their deadline faster. Our design is a better alternative as it does not need a dedicated powerful core in order to accelerate the thread. If the scheduler decides that a thread must be accelerated then Bahurupi will form a bigger coalition to run the thread.

In [Etsion et al. 2010], dynamically forked tasks are executed in an out-of-order fashion by cores behaving as functional units. The dependency information between tasks is explicitly defined by the programmer in a special programming model. Complex hardware handles decoding, building task-graph and scheduling tasks to the cores. This work focuses on improving task-level parallelism while Bahurupi is designed to accelerate sequential code using simple cores. Our design does not need a special programming model and the dependency information between basic blocks is encoded by the compiler which needs minor modifications.

As Bahurupi does not need a special execution model or ISA, it is distinguished from other works: TRIPS [Sankaralingam et al. 2003] and speculative architectures such as Multiscalar [Sohi et al. 1995].

3. BAHRUPUI EXECUTION MODEL

Bahurupi reconfigurable multi-core architecture allows cores to form coalitions so as to improve single-thread performance. A coalition is defined as a group of cores working together to accelerate the execution of a serial stream of instructions. In normal mode, Bahurupi executes multi-threaded application on a set of homogeneous cores. One simple core might not be powerful enough to exploit the amount of ILP [Wall 1991] available in some threads. In that scenario, Bahurupi architecture configures a subset of its cores to run in coalition mode so that the virtual cores can extract more ILP and implicitly execute the threads faster. The design uses limited amount of additional hardware that is shared among the cores and minimal compiler modifications.

Bahurupi architecture follows a distributed execution model in coalition mode. The unit of execution for a core is a basic block — a sequence of instructions with single entry and single exit point. A core fetches and executes one basic block of instructions at a time. Our goal is to execute the basic blocks in parallel on the cores that form coalition and thereby achieve speedup for serial code.

Bahurupi execution model is similar to thread pool pattern in parallel computing where a number of threads are created to execute a number of tasks. The number of tasks is usually much more compared to the number of threads. As soon as a thread completes its task, it requests the next ready task until all the tasks have been completed. In Bahurupi architecture the cores correspond to the threads and the basic
blocks correspond to the tasks. The cores fetch basic blocks for execution. As soon as a core completes fetch, decode, and rename of all the instructions in a basic block, it attempts to fetch the next available basic block.

To achieve the execution model of Bahurupi, we need to first resolve register and memory dependencies among the basic blocks so as to maintain correctness during parallel execution. Instead of relying on a complex hardware mechanism to detect interdependency among the basic blocks, we resort to a hardware-software co-operative solution. Second, we need to ensure that the cores fetch, rename and commit the basic blocks in program order. The execution of the instructions from different basic blocks can be performed out-of-order and the main speedup of Bahurupi comes from this out-of-order parallel execution of instructions from different basic blocks on different cores.

3.1. Sentinel Instruction

We let the compiler detect the live-in and live-out registers corresponding to each basic block. The term live-in register indicates a register that is alive at the entry of a basic block and is actually used inside the basic block. The term live-out register stands for a register that is alive at the exit of a basic block and is actually updated inside the basic block. The live-in and live-out registers correspond to inter basic block dependencies. It is possible for the same register to appear as both live-in and live-out register. Now we need to communicate the live-in, live-out information to the hardware architecture. We introduce a new instruction, called sentinel, to encode this information. The compiler adds a sentinel instruction in the beginning of each basic block. That is, the compiler splits the program into basic blocks which are delimited by sentinel instructions.

Bahurupi design can be applied to any ISA that can be extended with the sentinel instruction. Figure 3 depicts the format of a sentinel instruction. Our design assumes 64-bit instruction format. The BB_SIZE field specifies the length of the basic block which is delimited by this sentinel instruction. We set this field to 4 bits, that is, we can support at most 16 instructions in a basic block. If the size of a basic block exceeds 16 instructions, it is split into two or more basic blocks. The BB_TYPE is a 1-bit field that specifies if the basic block ends with a branch instruction or not.

The next six fields hold the live-in and live-out registers for the basic block. We decide to use three live-in and three live-out registers after evaluating multiple benchmarks. Figure 4 depicts the percentage of basic blocks with number of live-in and
live-out registers below certain thresholds for some SPEC and embedded benchmarks. For almost all benchmarks, 90% of basic blocks contain less than or equal to 3 live-in and live-out registers. If a basic block contains more than 3 live-in or live-out registers, the compiler splits the basic block into two or more sub-blocks so as to satisfy the constraint. The size of a live-in and live-out field is 6 bits for an ISA with 32 integer registers and 32 floating point registers. If an ISA does not offer enough bits to encode the live-in and live-out registers, we can set aside a limited number of registers as global live-in, live-out registers. This is similar in spirit to using specific registers to transfer parameters during subroutine calls. The compiler has to perform register swapping to map all live-in, live-out registers to these specific set of registers. We then only need to encode which subset of registers from this specific set has been used in a particular basic block.

Figure 6 shows the sentinel instruction for a basic block with five instructions. It has one live-in register $r_5$ and one live-out register $r_4$. Notice that $r_5$ is defined locally as well by instruction $I_2$. Similarly, $r_4$ is defined multiple times ($I_0$ and $I_3$); but the last definition in $I_3$ is treated as live-out.

3.2. Execution Model
In our architecture, the base processing cores are 2-way out-of-order execution engines. They use register map table to rename architectural registers into physical registers. The registers local to a basic block can remain in the core-local register file. However, the live-in and live-out register values have to be communicated among the cores. So we introduce a global register file that is shared across the cores. This includes a global map table and a global physical register file. The live-in registers have to be read from the global register file, while the live-out registers have to be written into the global register file. Thus live-in and live-out registers have to be renamed using the global map table. The sentinel instructions take care of global register renaming.

Any out-of-order execution core should rename registers in program order as well as commit instructions in program order. As the global (inter basic block) dependencies are encapsulated in the sentinel instructions, we only need to ensure that the sentinel instructions execute and rename global registers in program order. We satisfy this program order requirement by using a global program counter (GPC) that is shared across the cores (see Figure 1). The GPC also comes with a locking mechanism such that only one core can access and update the GPC at any point of time [Culler and Singh 1999]. Initially the GPC points to the sentinel instruction in the very first basic block of the program. Once a core fetches the sentinel instruction and completes global register renaming, it updates the GPC to point to the next basic block (i.e., the next sentinel instruction). If the basic block ends with a branch instruction, the GPC will be updated with the predicted target address generated by the branch predictor in the core. Otherwise, the GPC is incremented by the length of the basic block (the length information is encoded in the sentinel instruction). In other words, the GPC always points to a sentinel instruction. After updating, the core releases the lock on the GPC allowing the next core (or the same core) to lock the GPC register. Now the core starts fetching the instructions from the basic block and then executes them out-of-order whenever their operands are ready (i.e., all the local and global dependencies are resolved).

The in-order commit constraint is to handle speculative execution and precise exception. The in-order commit requirement is handled through a shared ticket lock mechanism. The ticket lock contains two registers: serving and ticket (see Figure 1). Both are initialized to 0. The ticket register is used in order to keep track of the order in which the basic blocks are fetched by the cores. When a core locks the GPC, it also reads and increments the current value of ticket register. It then tags the reorder buffer (ROB) entries of all the instructions in the basic block with this ticket value. That is, each
basic block of instructions is tagged with a unique ticket value and the ticket values are assigned to basic blocks in program order.

The serving register dictates which set of instructions are allowed to be committed. At any point in time only one core is permitted to commit instructions. That is the core for which the instructions are ready to be committed and their associated ticket number matches the value held by the serving register. The serving register is incremented after all the instructions from the basic block are committed. This process ensures that the basic blocks are committed in order.

Example. Figure 5 illustrates Bahurupi execution model with an example. The left hand side of the figure shows a simple control flow graph (CFG) corresponding to a program. This CFG contains five basic blocks B0–B4. In the beginning, the global program counter (GPC) points to the sentinel instruction of B0. Let us assume that core 0 manages to get a lock on GPC first. It fetches the sentinel and renames the global registers according to live-in and live-out information. The sentinel also indicates that basic block B0 ends in a branch instruction. Therefore core 0 performs branch prediction, which indicates B1 as the predicted next basic block. So GPC is updated to point to the sentinel of B1 and core 0 releases its lock on GPC. During this period core 1 is sitting idle as it cannot obtain a lock on GPC.

Now core 0 starts fetching, decoding, renaming, and executing the regular instructions from basic block B0. Meanwhile, as GPC has been released, core 1 locks GPC and renames global registers corresponding to basic block B1. As B1 does not have any branch instruction in the end, GPC is incremented by the length of B1 and now points to B3. Core 1 also releases the lock on GPC. At this point, both core 0 and core 1 are fetching, renaming, and executing instructions from their corresponding basic blocks.

When core 1 releases the lock, both the cores are still busy fetching instructions from their respective basic blocks. Therefore, none of them attempt to lock the GPC. Only when a core completes fetching all the instructions from its current basic block, it will proceed to get the lock for the next basic block. This is the reason why there is a gap between the completion of execution of sentinel in B1 and the fetching of the sentinel in B3. Next, core 0 completes fetching all the instructions of B0 and locks the GPC for B3. So when core 1 completes fetching all its instructions from basic block B1, it needs to wait for the lock. Even though in this example the basic blocks alternate between
the two cores, it is possible for a core to fetch consecutive basic blocks specially when the other core is handling a large basic block and cannot request lock on GPC.

Now let us focus on the commit. Initially the value of serving and ticket are both 0. Thus core 0 tags all the instructions of B0 with 0 and ticket is incremented to 1. Once the first instruction of B0 completes execution, core 0 can start committing instructions as serving value matches the tag of its instructions. Core 1 has tagged all the instructions of B1 with ticket value 1. So core 1 cannot commit in parallel with core 0. Instead, it should wait till core 0 completes all the commit and increments serving to 1. This introduces idle cycles in the commit stage of core 1 as shown in Figure 5.

In summary, Bahurupi execution model requires (a) in-order fetching of the sentinels so that global register renaming can happen in-order, and (b) in-order commit of the instructions across the cores. The dashed lines in Figure 5 highlight the in-order fetch and commit. This can introduce idle cycles but is necessary to maintain correctness of program execution. The fetch, rename, and execute of regular instructions in the cores can proceed in parallel to create the illusion of a single virtual ooo engine.

Bahurupi model of execution can even outperform true out-of-order execution engines. For example, for floating point benchmarks, 2-core Bahurupi architecture performs better than 4-way issue out-of-order processor (see Figure 7). This is because Bahurupi can look far ahead in the future. In Figure 5, for example, the cores are fetching instructions from basic blocks B3 and B4 in parallel. In the 4-way issue processor, however, the instructions from B3 and B4 have to fetched sequentially. As dependen-
cies between the basic blocks are resolved with the help of live-in, live-out information, Bahurupi can exploit ILP across basic blocks much more easily.

4. ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS

Bahurupi architecture uses classic register renaming for both local and global register files. As mentioned before, we introduce a shared global register file that includes global register map and global physical register file. The size of the global register map is determined by the number of registers in the processor ISA. The size of the global physical register file, however, depends on the fraction of register accesses that require global register file. In our architecture, we allocate 40 entries for the global physical register file based on empirical evaluation.

4.1. Live-in register renaming

When a core fetches a sentinel instruction, it has to handle the live-in and live-out registers. For a live-in register, there can be two scenarios. In the first case, the value corresponding to the global register has already been produced by a previous basic block. The core only needs to copy this value into the local register file. In the second case, the value is not yet ready. The register renaming logic then simply copies the mapping from the global register map to the local register map. That is, the local register map for the live-in register now points to a global register file entry.

Figure 6 shows an example of register renaming with a basic block. The basic block has one live-in register (r5) and one live-out register (r4). When the sentinel instruction is fetched, the core accesses the global register map where r5 has been renamed to global physical register GR3. Therefore, in the local register map as well we map r5 to GR3. When the regular instructions are fetched within the basic block, they get renamed as usual using only the local register map. Hence, source register r5 in instructions I0, I1, I2 get renamed to GR3. Instruction I2 however redefines register r5. At this point, r5 gets renamed to a local physical register LR9. So the next instruction I3 uses LR9 for source register r5. So the same register r5 initially gets mapped to a global physical register and then gets mapped to a local physical register. On the other
hand, register r6 in instruction I1 is always mapped to local physical register as it does not belong to live-in register list.

4.2. Live-out register renaming

The core needs to rename the live-out registers. This process is a bit more involved. First the core requests the global register renaming logic to supply a free global physical register corresponding to each live-out register. This mapping information is maintained in the global register map as well as in a special local table called live-out map.

The live-out map contains only three entries corresponding to three live-out registers. Each entry is a 3-tuple containing (a) architectural register index, (b) global physical register index, and (c) ROB ID of the instruction that last mapped the corresponding architectural register. Figure 6 shows the live-out map of register r4 to free global physical register GR8. The ROB entry is not yet known.

Note that we do not immediately copy the live-out mapping into the local register map. This is because a live-out register can be defined multiple times within a basic block and only the last write to the register should be communicated to the global register file. For example, in Figure 6, live-out register r4 gets defined in both instruction I0 and I3. However, only I3 should write to the global register file.

In a 2-way out-of-order processor, we need to rename 4 source registers and 2 destination registers per cycle. In contrast, sentinel instruction requires renaming 3 source registers and 3 destination registers. However, unlike normal instructions where the hardware needs to identify possible dependencies among the registers being renamed in parallel, we only need to identify 3 free physical registers for sentinel instructions. Thus it is easy to rename 3 registers in one clock cycle for sentinel instruction.

The fetching and renaming of regular instructions in the basic block proceeds as usual. For example, r4 gets renamed to local physical register LR7 in I0 and then to LR10 in I3. Whenever r4 gets renamed, the ROB ID of the corresponding instruction is copied into the live-out map as shown in Figure 6. Originally, the ROB ID is ROB6 corresponding to I0 and then it changes to ROB9 corresponding to I3.

Whenever a normal instruction with live-out register gets renamed, we copy the global register file index into the corresponding ROB entry. Later on, if the live-out register is renamed again in the basic block, the global register file index is removed from the previous ROB entry and added to the new ROB entry. For example, initially ROB entry ROB6 for instruction I0 contains global register index GR8 and is later removed when ROB9 for I3 is updated with global register file index GR8.

When an instruction that defines a live-out register completes execution, it writes the value into both the local and global register file. For example, when I3 completes execution, the value of register r4 will be written to both LR10 and GR8. In addition, when a core writes to the global physical register file, it needs to broadcast the infor-
information on the coalition bus so that other cores dependent on this register can get the value. Finally, when such an instruction is ready to commit, the value is committed to global register file.

It is possible that a regular instruction that last defines a live-out register value (e.g., I3) completes execution even before all the instruction corresponding to its basic block have been fetched and renamed. In that case, when the instruction executed, it was not guaranteed that it needs to write the value into the global register file. This information is known only when all the instructions in the basic block have been renamed. For this reason, instructions from a basic block are not allowed to broadcast and commit live-out registers till all the instructions from that basic block have been fetched and renamed.

As mentioned before, we can only allow in-order commit to support speculation. Even though the cores in a coalition can perform fetch, rename, execute, and register writes in parallel, only one core can perform commit per cycle. However, we are not restricted to at most 2 instructions commit per cycle. This is because all the instructions with local register destination do not need to commit. Only the instructions with live-out destination registers and memory instructions need to commit to the global register file. So we are only restricted to commit at most 2 instructions with live-out destinations and memory instructions per cycle. Hence when we attempt to emulate 4-way or 8-way processor, the commit stage does not become the bottleneck.

4.3. Branch misprediction and exceptions

When a core detects a branch misprediction, it will signal all the cores (including itself) to flush the fetch queues and the ROB entries with ticket value greater than the ticket value of the mispredicted branch instruction. In other words, all the instruction subsequent to the mispredicted branch are flushed from the pipeline similar to what happens in a normal out-of-order execution. The core will ask any other core locking the GPC to release it. The core with the mispredicted branch will then lock the GPC, restore the global ticket value to one plus the ticket value of the mispredicted branch instruction and set the GPC to the correct address. Then it will continue fetching from the new GPC address which now points to the correct sentinel instruction. The same policy is followed to maintain precise exception.

4.4. Memory Hierarchy

Figure 1 depicts an example of a Bahurupi processor with eight 2-way cores where at most four cores can be composed together. To form a coalition, the cores need to share the data and instruction caches. We employ reconfigurable L1 instruction cache and L1 data cache for this purpose [Chiou et al. 1999]. Both L1 instruction and data cache have four banks. In normal mode, each core is allocated a cache bank, which behaves as a direct-mapped cache and the cache mapping is configured accordingly. In coalition mode, all the four cache banks together behave as a large 4-way set-associative shared cache. The combined instruction and data L2 cache is shared across all the cores both in normal mode and coalition mode.

4.5. Memory hazards

As with any out-of-order architecture, our design restricts the store operations to update the memory in the commit stage. Thus we can avoid write-after-write memory hazards. However, we still have the problem of write-after-read and read-after-write memory hazards. A load and store executing on different cores can access the same memory location. In that case, we have to ensure that they execute in the original program order. If a load instruction is about to read from an address at which a previous store (from another core) has to write, then the load operation may read a wrong value.
However, this problem is not unique to Bahurupi architecture. Even in a single-core traditional out-of-order execution engine, a load may execute while the memory address of a previous store instruction is still not ready. Later on, it may turn out that the load and the previous store access the same address and hence the value read by the load operation is incorrect. This is handled through memory disambiguation at commit stage by out-of-order processors. We use the same mechanism in Bahurupi. The mechanism enforces that all load operations should execute two times. First, when their operands are ready (execution stage) and second, when they are ready to commit. When the load is executed the second time, it will check if the value read is different from the value which was obtained at the first attempt. If it is different, then it means that another core has committed previously and it wrote at the same address. All the instructions executed after the load instruction by all the cores (including the current one) are corrupted and the core will have to signal all the cores to flush their internal structures and again prepare the GPC and ticket registers for a new fetch.

4.6. Reconfiguration overhead
The main advantage of Bahurupi is that it is a reconfigurable heterogeneous architecture. At runtime, it is possible to form coalition of two to four cores if we need to execute high ILP applications. On the other hand, the architecture behaves like a traditional homogeneous multi-core architecture in non-coalition mode. The reconfiguration overhead of Bahurupi is minimal except for the latency to flush the pipeline. A special instruction is used to request a core to join a coalition or leave from the coalition. In coalition mode, the additional coalition logic is simply turned off. When forming or leaving coalition, the L1 cache memories have to be reconfigured to either run in partitioned mode (for individual cores) or shared mode (for coalition cores). We assume 100 cycle latency for reconfiguration.

4.7. Compiler support
Any optimizing compiler computes the live-in and live-out information for a basic block. We simply use this information. We modify the compiler to insert the sentinel instruction at the beginning of each basic block as well as split a basic block if it exceeds the threshold for either number of instructions or number of live-in/live-out registers.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we present an experimental evaluation of Bahurupi architecture. First, we estimate the area and delay overhead due to the coalition logic through synthesis. This is followed by performance and energy evaluation with cycle-accurate architectural simulator. We first present detailed performance evaluation results of individual sequential code to show the effectiveness of the coalition. This is followed by a study of multiprogrammed workload to show the benefit of a reconfigurable heterogeneous architecture like Bahurupi.

5.1. Area and delay overhead
In order to estimate the area and delay overhead due to the coalition logic, we synthesize a preliminary version of the baseline processor core and the coalition logic. We use a synthesizable version of the Simplescalar processor core [Choudhary et al. 2011]. We generate a 2-way and a 4-way Simplescalar core with the same configuration parameters given in Table II. The synthesis is performed using Synopsys 2010 [Synopsys 2010] design compiler with FreePDK [FreePDK 2011] 45nm technology library.

The main components of the shared resources are represented by the global register file and the corresponding renaming logic that we implement and synthesize. The renaming logic maps 3 live-in and 3 live-out registers per cycle. Note that normal 2-way
 processor core is expected to map 4 live-in and 2 live-out registers per cycle whereas a normal 4-way processor has to map 8 live-in and 4 live-out registers per cycle. Further, we assume 3 register read ports and 2 register write ports for the global register file. This is because the global register file is read during the renaming of global live-in registers and there are at most 3 live-in registers per sentinel instruction. The global register file is written when an instruction with live-out destination register completes execution. As we will show later, only 24% of the registers are renamed to global register file for embedded benchmarks. Even for a 4-core coalition, this corresponds to 2—way × 4cores × 0.24 = 2 global destination registers written per clock cycle.

Synthesis results show that the baseline 2-way Simplescalar core can run at 0.6ns clock period. Note that both the synthesizable version of Simplescalar core we are using [Choudhary et al. 2011] as well as the global register file we have designed are not highly optimized. The 4-way baseline Simplescalar core can run at 0.8ns clock period. In contrast, the global register file can still be synthesized at well below 0.6ns clock period. In other words, the global register file does not contribute to additional delay in the clock period of the baseline 2-way processor core. Thus Bahurupi architecture with coalition logic can easily run at 0.6ns clock period as opposed to 0.8ns clock period for 4-way baseline superscalar processor core.

In terms of area overhead, the coalition logic corresponds to 31.27% of the area of a 2-way Simplescalar core (the area of the core does not include the caches and the TLB) and 23.48% of the area of a 4-way Simplescalar core.

### 5.2. Cycle-accurate Simulation Setup

#### 5.2.1. Simulator

We implement a cycle-accurate simulator for Bahurupi architecture by modifying an existing multi-core version [Baldawa and Sangireddy ] of SimpleScalar simulator [Austin et al. 2002]. Our simulated architecture comprises of 2-way out-of-order SimpleScalar cores that share the same memory hierarchy. We simulate 2-core and 4-core Bahurupi architecture built from two 2-way and four 2-way basic cores, respectively. Our Bahurupi cycle-accurate simulator can directly execute sequential program binary annotated with sentinel instructions generated by our modified gcc compiler. We verify that the output produced by Bahurupi simulator matches with the original program output confirming its functional correctness.
For comparison purposes, we also simulate baseline 2-way, 4-way, and 8-way processor architectures. Table II summarizes the processor configuration parameters. The parameters generally get doubled as processor complexity increases. We use 1 cycle latency for L1 data and instruction cache, 6 cycles for L2 data and instruction cache and 18 cycles for the main memory. As mentioned before, our synthesis results indicate that both baseline 2-way processor core and Bahurupi architecture with coalition logic can run at the same clock frequency (0.6ns clock period). The 4-way baseline processor clock can be synthesized at only 0.8ns clock period. However, in the simulation, we optimistically assume that all the baseline architectures (2-way, 4-way, and 8-way) can run at the same clock frequency.

5.2.2. Compiler. We use gcc-2.7.2.3 compiler configured for SimpleScalar PISA instruction set. We modify the compiler to identify basic blocks and live-in, live-out information. The compiler adds the necessary sentinel instructions in the binary executable to support Bahurupi execution model. Moreover, the compiler splits a basic block into two or more blocks when either the size restriction of 16 instructions or 3 live-in, 3 live-out registers restrictions are violated.

5.2.3. Benchmarks. We simulate serial benchmarks from both general-purpose and embedded domain exhibiting a diverse workload. Table I depicts the summary of the selected workloads. The cycles column shows the number of cycles to execute the benchmarks on a 2-way core. As the gcc compiler supported by SimpleScalar PISA instruction set is rather old, we had difficulty in compiling the remaining benchmarks from the suites. Note that this is inherent problem with older version of gcc and has nothing to do with our compiler modifications.
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5.3. Sequential workload

In this section, we present detailed performance analysis of Bahurupi architecture with individual sequential code in comparison with baseline superscalar cores.

5.3.1. Overall speedup. Figure 7 shows Bahurupi’s speedup compared to baseline out-of-order architectures. The speedup is normalized w.r.t. the performance of a 2-way architecture. As expected, baseline 4-way and 8-way architectures perform much better than 2-way architecture due to more aggressive ILP exploitation — an average speedup of 2.6 for 4-way and 3.9 for 8-way in embedded benchmarks. Note that the speedup numbers are quite optimistic for 4-way and 8-way cores as we assume the same clock frequency and pipeline for all the baseline cores. As our synthesis results showed, we would need slower clock or more pipeline stages for 4-way and 8-way cores.

What is interesting here is that Bahurupi matches and sometimes even exceeds the performance of true out-of-order execution engines. On an average, for embedded benchmarks, dual-core and quad-core Bahurupi outperforms 4-way and 8-way architectures, respectively. The speedup numbers are even more impressive for floating-point SPEC benchmarks, where, on an average, dual-core and quad-core Bahurupi improve performance by 23% and 57% compared to 4-way and 8-way cores. Even for SPEC integer benchmarks, dual-core and quad-core Bahurupi achieves, on an average, 92% and 91% of the performance of 4-way and 8-way cores. In summary, for different workloads, Bahurupi can achieve 1.31–5.61 speedup through core coalition compared to baseline 2-way cores used in normal mode.

The reason that 2-core (4-core) Bahurupi can outperform 4-way (8-way) superscalar architecture is because Bahurupi can exploit far-flung ILP. Theoretically, both 4-core Bahurupi coalition and 8-way baseline normal superscalar core can execute at most 8 instructions per cycle. However, the baseline core is mostly restricted to finding ILP within one or two basic blocks. In contrast, the register dependencies among the basic blocks are identified at compile time and explicitly specified in the binary executable in Bahurupi architecture. This allows the 4 cores in Bahurupi architecture to work on independent instructions from 4 different basic blocks leading to higher ILP. As a concrete example, consider a loop containing only one large basic block with many intra-loop dependencies but no loop carried dependencies. An 8-way superscalar core would fetch one iteration of the loop at a time and would not find many independent instructions to execute due to data dependencies. A 4-core Bahurupi, on the other hand, would fetch and execute 4 independent iterations of the loop in parallel and thus would be able to discover more ILP.

5.3.2. Energy consumption. Next we evaluate the energy consumption of Bahurupi architecture compared to regular out-of-order cores. We use SimWatch [Brooks et al. 2000] suitably modified to compute the energy consumption in the cores. We use CACTI [Shivakumar et al. 2001] to model power consumption of the global register file, global renaming logic, and the broadcast bus and add this energy consumption in the coalition logic to the overall energy consumption of Bahurupi. Figure 8 plots energy consumption of Bahurupi normalized w.r.t. the baseline 2-way core. As expected, for SPEC integer benchmarks, 2-core Bahurupi consumes 5% more energy compared to 4-way baseline cores due to slightly increased execution time and the extra energy consumption due to coalition logic and sentinel instructions. But 4-core Bahurupi improves energy consumption by 29% compared to 8-way baseline architecture. For SPEC floating point and embedded benchmarks, on an average, 2-core Bahurupi improves the energy consumption by 26% and 11%, respectively, compared to 4-way cores. This is due to the reduced power per core and the overall improved execution time.
5.3.3. Load balance. We do not impose any constraint on the order in which the cores can lock the GPC. Instead, we allow a core to lock the GPC when it is free. To evaluate the impact of this design decision on load balancing, we plot the percentage of instructions committed by each core on a 4-core Bahurupi architecture in Figure 9. The figure shows Bahurupi achieves almost perfect load balance among the cores.
5.3.4. Global register file access. Bahurupi achieves considerable speedup when register dependencies are mostly restricted within the basic block, i.e., most register accesses are to the local register file. Figure 10 quantizes this characteristics of the benchmarks by plotting the percentage of destination registers that get renamed to global register file compared to the total number of destination registers. On an average, for integer SPEC benchmarks 41% of registers are renamed to global register file, whereas only 27% and 24% of registers are renamed to global register file for SPEC floating point and embedded benchmarks. This contributes to better speedup for SPEC floating point and embedded benchmarks in coalition mode compared to SPEC integer benchmarks.

Fig. 11. Broadcasts on coalition bus in (a) 2-core Bahurupi and (b) 4-core Bahurupi.

5.3.5. Traffic on coalition bus. If multiple cores attempt to use the coalition bus in parallel to broadcast global register file writes, then we have to serialize the writes leading to a bottleneck. Figure 11 shows the average number of broadcasts required on the coalition bus per cycle in 2-core Bahurupi architecture is well below 1.0, while for 4-core Bahurupi, it is below 1.6. This indicates that broadcast due to global register file writes is not a bottleneck. In both cases, floating point applications show higher traffic on the coalition bus as they expose higher ILP.

Fig. 12. Code size increase due to sentinel instructions.
5.3.6. Sentinel instruction overhead. Bahurupi pays the price for reduced hardware complexity with increased code size due to the addition of sentinel instructions. Figure 12 shows that, on an average, code size for SPEC integer applications increases by 24% and the floating point ones by 15%. The Mediabench and MiBench applications size increase by 19% on an average. Note that we did not optimize the code. The code size increase can be countered through compiler optimizations such as loop unrolling and superblock formation that increase basic block size.

5.4. Multi-programmed workload

We have now established that Bahurupi architecture through the coalition of simple 2-way cores can perform equal to and sometimes better than 4-way or 8-way superscalar cores. However, the true advantage of Bahurupi is that it is a reconfigurable heterogeneous architecture that can be configured at runtime to best match the workload. To emulate the real work scenario where multiple applications are running on multi-core architecture simultaneously, we create multi-programmed workload consisting of sets of 8 benchmarks from Table I. We create workloads with only high ILP benchmarks, low ILP benchmarks, and mixed ILP benchmarks.

Table III. Multi-core configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8x2-way</td>
<td>CMP with eight 2-way cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4-way</td>
<td>CMP with four 4-way cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x8-way</td>
<td>CMP with two 8-way cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x8-way+4x2-way</td>
<td>Heterogeneous CMP with one 8-way and four 2-way cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x4-way+4x2-way</td>
<td>Heterogeneous CMP with two 8-way and four 2-way cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-core Bahurupi</td>
<td>Bahurupi Reconfigurable CMP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluate multiple static homogeneous and heterogeneous multi-core systems as shown in Table III. The first five configurations are fixed and imply a variation in both number of cores and issue width of the cores. CMP (chip multiprocessor) with eight 2-way cores corresponds to a homogenous multi-core system. Similarly four 4-way and two 8-way cores correspond to homogeneous multi-core systems with more complex cores. We have two static heterogeneous multi-core architectures: one complex 8-way core plus four simple cores, and two 4-way cores plus four simple cores. The 8-core Bahurupi architecture is the one shown in Figure 1. The difference between Bahurupi and static heterogeneous architecture is that Bahurupi can be reconfigured at runtime to create many different heterogeneous architectures. The only restriction is that we can have at most two coalitions at any point in time.

For each benchmark, we statically identify the best configuration (2-way, 4-way or 2-core coalition, 8-way or 4-core coalition) to run that benchmark. We develop an oracle scheduler that finds the best scheduling and mapping to minimize the execution time of the given workload (consisting of 8 benchmarks). For Bahurupi architecture, in addition, we select the best configuration for the workload and if necessary perform dynamic reconfiguration. The design of a runtime design space exploration algorithm and scheduler is outside the scope of this paper and is left as future work.

Figures 13 show the results from running sets of eight benchmarks on the given architectures. The Y-axis represents the speedup with respect to the execution time of a workload on eight 2-way cores. The X-axis shows the constitution of the workload. The execution time of a workload critically depends on the ILP of the applications, their execution time variation, as well as the number of cores and their configurations. For workloads with 8 applications, if the execution time of all the applications were the same, then the 8-core configuration will always perform the best. However, there is a lot of variation in execution time among the applications as shown in Table I. In that case, more complex cores can speed up the execution of long-running high-ILP applications while simpler cores can run multiple short-running low-ILP applications during
the lifetime of the long-running application. This leads to overall improved execution time. Hence, in general we see that configurations with one or more complex cores perform much better than the baseline homogeneous configuration with only simple cores. Bahurupi outperforms all the static architectures for almost all workloads. Bahurupi uses its flexibility in deciding on the number of cores and their complexity at runtime to best match the workload leading to superior performance.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a reconfigurable multi-core architecture, called Bahurupi, that can dynamically adapt itself to support both multi-threaded code with explicit thread-level parallelism as well as sequential code with instruction-level parallelism. Bahurupi can dynamically merge the base 2-way out-of-order execution engines to achieve the performance of 4-way or even 8-way out-of-order processors. Bahurupi is a hardware-software cooperative solution that requires minimal additional hardware resources and compiler support for coalition. We are currently working on synthesizing a complete prototype of Bahurupi architecture both in ASIC and FPGA. In the future, we plan to develop design space exploration techniques to select optimal configurations of Bahurupi architectures given a set of applications.
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